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QQAA&First off tell us a little about yourself?
My friends call me Reno Geno. My mother named me Tracy Roberts. I’m from a small South Georgia city call Albany. Albany is just like any other inner city. There is no opportunity and of
course with lac of opportunity comes crime. Gang violence, hustling, robbing, you name it, we got it. I don’t like to talk about age because, people equate being an older artist in the rap
game with being washed up or they look at it as a negative thing. I will say this thought; my youngest kid is 21 years of age. My plan is to use my age and success to be a light of hope for
those who have dreams with fears of chasing them because of negative connotations and insecure within themselves. Record companies will try to control the narrative with negative
stereo types and they make sure most people fit into those negative stereo types. This is to make you feel uncomfortable chasing your dream. Did you ever stop to think why the record
companies do this? For example: a young artist who has never seen any real money will sign his life away for $10,000 and a car. He is not worried about and type of ownership of his
work. He doesn’t even know what publishing is and nine time out of ten he doesn’t understand royalty percentages. The problem with older artist or should I say “more seasoned artist” is
the record company can’t rob them. A seasoned artist will be asking for a healthy portion of all of the above mentioned. An older artist will not be as easy to fool. He or she will rather
stay independent they become a slave to a contract with fame but no money. My goal is to stay independent as long as it makes sense.  

What made you pursue a career in the entertainment field? 
Same reason a kid in the hood chooses basket ball, foot ball, hustling etc. looking for a way out. The only roll models we have are entertainers and athletes. The system taught us not to
look up to our parents. I realized early in my life rhyming came easy but all the guys I looked up to was hustling, getting real money. I’ve tried rapping off and on at different points and
times in my life. When I was fresh out of high school. I sign a record deal with Laface Records, which had acts such as Goody Mobb, OutKast, Tony Braxton and a host of others. The deal
didn’t work out which left me in a bad situation. At that point was like “the hell with rapping!” I was tired of rapping about a life style my OGs was living but I wasn’t. I started hustling. I
turned my back on the gift that God gave me. After years of wanting something more for my life I started to ask God what is my purpose. He answered my prayers but I wouldn’t listen.
God was telling me to go back to my gift. He said I gave you your purpose but you turned you back on it years ago. I knew that in the beginning of a rap career there is little to no money
to be made so I was hard for me to let the streets go. But when you don’t listen to God you will pay and I did. I was arrested in 2017 charges range from 
Trafficking, Possession with Intent, marijuana cultivation and others. I’m still currently fighting the cases. God has a way of making you do as he orders you. He created the lowest point
in my life so I could listen to him. I had lost everything and all I have that couldn’t be taken away from me was rap. So here I am. Its really been a blessing so I’m not mad at all. The people
have received me well and I’ve turned down two record deals recently. The future is bright Thank God.

What do you think about entrepreneurship?
Its really the only way to go unless somebody is really making a record deal more then a slave contract. The internet is a blessing to not just rappers and artist but the world. It opened up
international free trade all over the world to the little business man. To be honest you don’t need a record company to get money. If your looking to be an instant super star then yes, but
you will be broke at the same time. If you sign with a major label and they gave you 1 million with a 200,000 advance which means they are lending you this money! It has to be paid
back before you see anymore moneys. Let’s say your record goes “Gold” 500,000 units sold which is hard as hell to do these days. Your cut is 10%. 500,000 copies sold x $10 bucks per cd=
$5,000,000! Now remember your cut is 10% of the $5,000,000 which = $500,000. Sound like good money right? No, remember your deal was for $1,000,000 and that money comes out of
YOUR 10%!!! Even though the record company got 90% of 5 million dollars which = $4,500,000 “of your records sold.” The million dollars from your deal comes out of “YOUR 10%.” So, let’s
do the math. They gave you $1,000,000 dollars for the deal. Your 10% for the record sales is $500,000. That mean you own them $500,000!! This is why record companies like to fuck with
younger artist because they don’t have a clue. 
Now, let say your independent and you spent $20,000 to promote your music, studio time and pay for tracks. You only sold 25,000 copies over a 2-year period. Let’s do the math! 25,000
units sold x $10 per cd= $250,000. This is all your money. Now you tell me who is making money the major artist or the independent? The major artist will have all the fame and you will
not be able to tell he is broke, but the independent artist owns all his publishing and he owns his masters. He is eating! 

Who are some people that influenced you to do music?
My favorite artists is Yo Gotti. But I was probable influenced the most by NOTORIOUS BIG and I love SCARFACE and can’t forget TRICK DADDY.

Who or what inspired you to do music?
Basically like I said earlier most young black men are just looking for a way out. Looking for attention and opportunity. We looking for an alternative to the streets.

What’s your biggest accomplishments so far?
I would say raising my kids. I have six and I was able to take care of them all. I’ve always been in there live. They all lived with me. I remember my baby girl came home from school and
said, “my teacher asked me if I was the only child?” She said the teacher was looking at how she dressed and was surprised to find out she had 5 other siblings at home.

If you could work with any artist who would it be? And why? 
YO GOTTI, I don’t even have to think about that. If I ever thought about signing a deal under the right condition it would be with GOTTI. Why? Because I feel like our music is similar in
many ways. Its gutter, its real, and it represent what we been through. I feel he is the only person who will understand my music enough to successfully promote it. He will see the vision. 

What’s your music style like? 

My music is not full of metaphors, its not about being slick with the words. My music touch people hearts, they can relate to it. When I figured out, that this was my lane, I stayed in my
lane. I master it. I tell people all the time be the best you that you can be because no one can do you better then you! 100% 

Who would you most like to collaborate with? 
Again it’s a no brainer YO GOTTI 

If you could go open a show for any artist who would it be? 
Lol I was thinking YO GOTTI but if your looking for the most exposure it would be smart to say JAY-Z

What is your top five favorite albums of all time?
Its hard for me to remember album titles so let do artist. B.I.G., JAYZ, SCARFACE, YO GOTTI, and TU PAC

If you were talking to a younger version of you, what advice would you give yourself?
Fuck the streets and take the football scholarship that you turned down. My girl was pregnant with my first kid. We were in the twelfth grade. I couldn’t leave her like that. 
You could pass on a nugget of wisdom to the next musical generation, what would it be. 100% learn this business and sell your own shit. Start your own label. Own your 
master and keep all your publishing.
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I am Pamela Saunders aka Savage the Model and Owner of Savage

Designs. I am originally from Washington DC. I have a strong passion for

Modeling. I LOVE being in front of the camera and modeling a variety of

Fashions. I enjoy modeling for Print and Walking the Runway. When I'm

not in front of the camera I am busy creating Unique Designs for my

clothing line. Each design is one of a kind. My designs are created for those

who follow their own heart and mind, even if it doesn't fall in line with the

majorities way of thinking. Savage Designs takes sexy to whole new level.

Available for women of all sizes. 

Look who has the fashion 

industry on fire!!!! Check

her out she is one of a

kind .
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For more information or
 a portfolio contact:

Pamela Saunders
aka Savage the

Model

Booksavagethemodel@gmail.com
Savagedesigns20@gmail.com

@Savage_the_Model S_avagedesigns 

Pamela Saunders Pages

Savage the Model Savage Designs
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Starting off tell the world a little bit
about yourself. I am China Monai I
am a recording artist. I rap, sing ,
and songwriter. Also a Chef I am
from Albany Ga I currently reside in
Atlanta Ga.  I have my bachelors in
culinary art food service
management and medical
administration. I love being an
entertainer in and creator.

CHINACHINA
MONAIMONAI

Scan For Music



What are your favorite places to perform?
It don’t matter where I perform I’m going to love every place bc
I’m getting different vibes from places

What’s your favorite song to perform?
All my songs are my favorite songs

How do you feel the Internet has impacted the music
business?
The internet has changed the game on how artist can brand,
market, and promote their selves

How do you feel about how the females are running
the music scene?
I love it it’s our time to dominate everything. We are powerful
beings and with us getting our power back we are going to
change the music game and also get the respect we been
demanding like Beyoncé said who run the world Girls

Which famous artist or musicians do you admire the
most?
I admire Monica

What is the best advice you’ve ever been given?
To learn my craft and build relationships
If you could change anything about the music industry, what
would it be?
I would change the fantasy of it

How does it feel to be admired by other and looked up
to now?
It feels great because I want to show people you can do
anything u put your mind to. I want to show them how to set
their selves up for success with have wealth good health and
longevity

What you tell a fan that want to follow your path to
superstardom? 
 To believe in yourself and manifest your world

What first got you into music?
I always had a passion for music. I use to watch mtv, bet, and
trl all the time. I was entertain by the artist and their videos
also my uncle owned a studio so I stayed in tuned with it

Who inspired you to make music?
Other artist and people involved in the entertainment world  
also my mother side of the family are musical

How would you describe the music that you typically
create?
Rhythmic music Pop mixed with hip hop and RnB

Do you consider yourself to have your own style of
music?
Yes I do I have my own style and lane I actually took the time
to work on my sound bc I never want to be compared to
another artist

What is your creative process like?
I like to set the mood in my surroundings by having led lights
and candles around me also some wine and surrounded by
neutral vibes

What artist would you most like to collaborate with?
Billie Eilish because she is versatile and I feel like my sound
with hers would be dope she is a great writer as well I all
around love her from her style to her personality

If you could go open a show for any artist who would it be
and why? 
I would love to open up for Monica. She is my inspiration. I
always admire her music bc I could relate to it. She made me
feel like I was her home girl that was pouring her heart out

What would you be doing right now, if it wasn’t for your
music career?
I would be cooking because I have a passion for food as well
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Follow On Social Media 

YouTube: 

Clubhouse:

China Monai 

@iamchinamonaiInstagram:

Facebook: 

China Monai 

China Monai 



 For booking text #China 470-334-9894

Contact Info

Ugly Money Niche Manager 

iamchinamonai@gmail 
or 

uglymoneytv@gmail.com

Email:
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tell us a little about yourself?
I grew up in Pasadena, California to a family of 8.At the age of 10, my
family and I moved to Qatar. Living in a different country and
experiencing someone else's culture helped shape my views on the
world and showed me anything is possible. Upon returning to the
states at the age of 15 I decided to pursue my dream of being a
singer.

When did you discover you had a singing talent?
I've always sang as a child, it was sort of a norm for me. Once people
around me started pointing it out and knowing me as a singer, is
when I realized I had something special.

How long has you been performing?
Back home in California when I first started singing at 15, I would go
to open mics, jazz cafes and competitions. My first introduction to a
music career was through performing so it definitely helped shape my
music presence.

Who are some people that influenced you to do music?
My mom definitely was the first person to really encourage me to
pursue my music career, as well as the people in my community back
home. There's a huge artistic movement in Pasadena that really
supports one another.

What is it like to work with Ruthless Killa Records?
It's really dope! Although it's a whole new experience for me, I’m
excited to see what's in store.

How would you describe the music that you typically create?
My music can be described as ethereal and a vibe. Definitely the kind
of music that you listen to on a late night drive.

What does your music say about you?
It says a lot but mostly that I have range and that I am extremely
expressive.

How do you feel about how the females getting the spotlight in
the music industry?
I think it's amazing! I love to see women make it big in the industry.
You can't do anything but respect it.

Who is your favorite R&B artist?
I don't really have one but I can definitely say Erykah Badu influenced
me coming up.
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What is your favorite song to perform or
just to sing?
My favorite song to cover is constantly
changing based on whatever I’m inspired by
at the time. At the moment though I've been
on a Summer Walker vibe.

What is the best advice you’ve been given?
Time waits for no man.

How has your musical journey been?
It's been a rollercoaster to be completely
honest, but that's just life. I've had so many
experiences that have shaped who I am as an
artist and as a person.

What is one message you would give to
your fans?
To always follow your dreams. Not to be
cheesy but it's important to live your truth
regardless of how anyone might feel about
it.

#Follow #Network & #Support
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Tell us a little about yourself? Born a Sagittarius in Miami, Florida, partially raised in Georgia. Madam Empriss ethnicity
is African American; Bahamian,Trinidadian Descendant. Empriss profession is a CEO ,female rap artist, writer, producer,
entrepreneur. Also a quiet observing person. What influences Empriss to write and love music is her ear for music. She
feels everybody goes through life’s ups and downs, but Empriss really feel like her obstacles and surroundings influences
her to write music. The music is her way of relating to others while releasing all of the pent up frustrations,and expressing
the joys Empriss have creatively, and in a positive way. Empriss is no typical female artist. Daughter of Sabrina Ellis
(1990) 11th round NFL draft pick, wide receiver, number eighty-eight, for the Philadelphia Eagles, Tyrone Watson. M.E
have three sisters Tashikia Ellis, Tanada Dixon,Tiesha Thomas and one brother Tarvarous Williams aka “ThuggBlui” male
rap artist whom is in prison. Expected release date March 2021. Expressing the means of education to young people is
her biggest challenge.  She is a United States Army Vet. She lives basketball and wanted to play in the WNBA,instead she
joined the army. Through her music she wishes to deliver this very message. Although the money and fame comes with
the title, she is a strong advocate for healthy living and education. Challenging herself daily to become a better individual
and artist is another thing sets her apart from typical female artists. A proud parent of an intelligent young lady named
Ta’Niyah Ellis.Empriss aims to teach her daughter the importance of morals, standards, and values it takes to become a
successful individual in today’s economy.  Being a lesbian artist Empriss wishes to knock down all barriers that comes
with her favored lifestyle, allowing other artists who feels as if their sexual preference would hinder them in this industry
from becoming the successful music artist that they can be and still remain professional. Madam Empriss have three
sides. The Quiet side, The Sweet side and the side you don’t wanna see. She have a great sense of humor and can be
goofy at times. Empriss is loyal humble and content. Most of all she is real big on loyalty. Trust no man but GOD. M.E was
raised by her grandmother Julia Edwards of Miami Florida. Grandma showed her if you raise a child in the way they
should, when they are grown they will not depart from it. Also who was there to help mold Madam Empriss are her
godparents Laciana Cato and Lotasha Mapp-Cato.

How long have You been doing music? M.E wrote her first song when she was sixteen called crush on you. It was with
her sister Tashikia whom can sing along with Causious Jackson and his keyboard beat machine. M.E wrote bow wow a
verse on crush on you because she stated she could hear his style rapping the verse as if he wrote himself. M.E still
remembers the verse till this day. Madam Empriss couldn’t Pursue her passion in music while helping others who suffers
from depression and etc also. Due to her focus on making sure her daughter is well taking care of by having stability to do
so. Ta’Niyah is her mother’s muse. 

Coming from Miami to Georgia how is the music scene different? A major difference in so many ways, styles and
engineering wise. Atlanta Georgia,Miami Florida ,California and Texas in my opinion are one of the best places when it
comes to engineering and producing music. Producers are Off-Vert with beats and etc the list can go on. 

Do you think Albany Ga has it own sound? Empriss says in her opinion Albany ga, has it own sound but could also use
more diversity, creativity ,vision when creating and writing music. Think outside of normalization Because that’s how and
when you find yourself to think broader than simple.

How you feel about the female doing their in the music scene? M.E feels the females in this music industry are
seriously showing off right. Empriss says she couldn’t be more prouder of all the females doing their thing by holding it
down. Truly representing. 

What made you pursue a career in the entertainment field? Music Therapy. Helps me a great deal to cope with
P.T.S.D, severe depression, anxiety and epilepsy. I grew up listening to old school music. There’s nothing greater than a
story, true message in a song.

What do you think about entrepreneurship? Entrepreneurship is a great way to pursue your dreams and turn them into
reality. It’s the actuality of setting up a business taking on financial risks in the hope of gaining a successful business in
near future. The new business opportunities have encouraged entrepreneurship on a grand scale. To all who are unaware
entrepreneur is an entity which has the ability to find and act upon opportunities to translate inventions or technologies into
products and services. The individual is able to recognize the commercial potential of the invention and organize the
capital, talent, and other resources that turn an ideal invention into a commercially viable innovation. Basically self
employed business owners belong to racial or ethic minority groups here in the United States and Europe. Entrepreneurs
are individuals who undertake the organization of a new business and the risks and rewards that come with it. You Must
understand. Entrepreneurs tend to be classified as those who take on high-growth, high-risk innovations. Successful
entrepreneurs are seen as a driving force in the economy today. 

Who are some people that influenced you to do music? The Isley Brothers, O’jays, Otis Redding, Al Green, Prince,
Micheal Jackson, The Temptations, Five Heartbeats, Patti Labelle, Whitney Houston, Bobby Brown, Tevin Campbell
Gerald Lavert, Jay Z, The Ohio Players, The Manhattans, Smokey Robinson, Teddy Pendergrass, Lenny Williams, Bobby
Womack 

What’s your biggest accomplishments so far?  Empriss biggest accomplishments so far is being a good role model for
her daughter. Being blessed to obtain her own music label LLC. Becoming a ceo is a major move and huge
accomplishment that is well deserved.

WHAT DEFINES YOU? What defines Madam Empriss is her Vision, Creativity, love in her heart,Personality,Demeanor
and persona. Empriss have A Wiser Prospective with understanding of things from GOD. Learning lessons from life itself.
Empriss have a saying she goes by “ Only A Try Beats A Fail”.

If you could work with any artist who would it be? And why? Empriss says she can’t say which artist she would work
with because it’s more than one artist she wants to collaborate and network with. It’s so many artists right now she says
she can’t wait to meet in person whom inspired her as well. Madam Empriss mentioned idolizing a few artists but declines
to say until she meets him and her in person. 

What’s your goals and plans for the future? The world shall see as underground crowned artists develops its platform.
Empriss says she will tell us this, I have great plans for my future concerning my label. Will not unveil due to un-idealistic
individuals in America. 

@madamempriss_ @MadamEmpriss

@madamemprissofficial

Madam Empriss
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Satasha is an African American woman who was born
in the spring in Marquette MI. Satasha was raised in a

single parent home and was taught to never give up, to
always follow your dreams, and once you start a task it

is a MUST that you make every effort to complete it. 
 

Satasha studied at Gadsden State Community College,
in Business. She always had a eye for fashion. Satasha
is extremely optimistic, driven, dependable, go-getter,

and determined toward her dreams of becoming a
Plus/Curvy Model. 

 
Satasha continues to work towards her ultimate goal of

being a multi facet curvy model. She has worked with
Photographer such as Timothy Phillips, Michelle

Sommers, Vincent Hillard Jr and also Bryant Andrews Jr.
Satasha enjoy working with photographers and

agencies that have a creative approach and willing to
help her bring out A game. She bring her energy,

passion, and love for modeling to every project she
work on. 

 
Currently, I am in the running for 2020-2021 Alabama
Woman, American Beauties Pageant  My platform is

called Behind Closed Doors where we are focusing on
the victims family members, friends and etc. The

victims are the ones who get the help but we are not
trying to help that parent, child, best friend who see

her son or daughter, mother, or friend get abused. I am
wanting to spread the word that "Hurt People.....Hurt

People." Let's lead the change and Be the change. 
 



Photographer- Bryant
Andrews Jr.

@Thickly-Fierce

Satasha Lynch 

Plus Model Satasha Lynch 
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1.Tell us a little about both of you’ll? We are a group known as DreadheadGang from Albany,Ga.  

2. How did y’all become a group? We were two friends from the same neighborhood. We started freestyling
and we decided to take it seriously. That led to forming the group DreadheadGang.

3. What you guys think about becoming part of Ruthless Killa Records and winning the first who got
the flava?  What are y’all top five rap groups? OutKast,G-Unit,LiL Jon and the eastside boyz,Goodie Mob,and
Bone Thugs and Harmony.

4. What you guys think about becoming part of Ruthless Killa Records and winning the first who got
the flava?  A dream come true. We always wanted to be a label that we can trust. Everything they showed us
made us who we are today. We are winners thanks to those guys. They never gave us anything but
opportunity and advice. They showed us how to get what we want with the five P's. So, When we won the first
Who Got The Flavor, We knew it was our chance to prove that we belong beside them. To sum it up, It was a
dream come true. Hard work pays off in the end.

5.What sets you’ll  music apart from the Rest in the music industry? What makes y’all unique? Because we
are original and also deliver. Our style and performance makes us unique.
 
6. What’s your biggest accomplishments so far? Winning the first Who Got The Flavor was our biggest
accomplishment. 

7. If you’ll could work with any artist who would it be? And why? T.I. Because he paved away for a lot of
artists in the south.

8. If you’ll could go open a show for any artist who would it be? 50 cent.

9. What do y’all think about the lack up music groups in the music industry doing this era? For one, a lot
of new artists promote violence and also sound the same. 

10. What’s your goals and plans for the future? To be the best ever to do it in this game and also give back
to our city.

11. What  advice would y’all have for artists or songwriters wanting to follow in you’ll  footsteps? Be
yourself, follow your dreams, and never give up.

Dread Head GangDread Head Gang

Making a lot of
noise coming out
the south. Dread
Head Gang is a
group to keep your
eyes on. In the year
2021 it's nothing
but good news you
going to hear from
these guys.

Who Got The Flava 1st winners of 2021 season
kickoff and making a impact around the nation
checkout dread head gang.
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1.My name is Xavier R Cole. I was raised in Albany, GA. I had a cousin who was rapping at the time and I
wanted to be just like him. I was 8 at the time. so, I started rapping around him every time I saw him. my
first time in the studio I was 10. After that I never looked back, my life was music. I like football, WWE, and
basketball and I love entertaining people. I am just a kid from Ga with a dream to be successful.                                                                                                                                                                                                           
2. I met Cedric when I was like 12. when I met him, he was surprised on how good I was, and we started
chilling every day. when I was 18 Stixx was in a group called Pitchblack with a guy I went to school with. it
was four of us. for two years we did shows. our music got stole and I was crushed so I gave up. I moved to
Jacksonville FL. after traveling around the world being a door-to-door sellsman I came back to Albany.
Stixx was doing his own mix tape. so, I moved again. 9 years later I saw Stixx on Facebook and I asked him
to let me come help you push your music, so we made trill. After trill got good feedback I came to Stixx with
the name Dreadheadgang and we never looked back.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
3.  Bone thugs and hormony ,cash money young money, out cast, FieldMob and my number one group was
G-Unit                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
4. A dream come true. I always wanted to be on a label that I can trust. Everything they told me have made
me a who I am today. I'm a winner thanks to those guys. They never gave me nothing but an opportunity
and advise. they showed me how to earn what i want with the Five P's. So, when I won Who got the Flavor, I
knew it was my chance to prove that I belong beside them. to sum it all up, it was a dream come true. hard
work really pays off in the end.                                                                                                                                                                                          
5. We have our own style. We do not smoke or drink. We do not sell drugs. We both have jobs, and we love
taking care of our family. with that said we are different from other because we are brothers and we
always have had each other back. Dread head Gang is not a gang we are a family                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
6. Well we have won a lot of things as group but the Who got the Flavor was my biggest thing ever. I won it
two days before my mom birthday. We have a chance to show the world that we are here to stay and not
play. this is the best thing ever                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
7.I would like say Lil Wayne or drake or even Kanye or, the migos. I love their music                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
8. Hands down I gotta say Lil Wayne.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
9. They music are great. the world is changing and it's a good change. I respect and love all music because
music is my life so I love hearing new things.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
11. I would like to tell them to never give up. trust me I did that before and regret it every day. no matter
what you want to do in life keep at it. Your heart is there for a reason so dig deep and find out what you
must do get where you want to be. stay focused and love yourself no matter what somebody tries to tell
you. never give up and keep pushing.
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SPONSOR ALERT

Rockstar Paga The Prolific Performing

Artist Actor and

C.E.O of Rockstardrip Ent LLC an indie

production Company In North Metro

Atlanta Team Up W Super Star Comedian

DC Young Fly On A Remix To Dc

Young Fly’s R&B Single 24 hrs! The Remix

Contains Live Guitar Played

By Rockstar Paga To Compliment The

Panty Dropper 24 hrs ! No Release

Date has been scheduled But Spectators

and Fans are on the look out for

An Official Release DateRockstarpaga

Has A history of Remixing A Variety of

Genres From Trap R&B pop

Classical and More!  Always eager To

Expand And Grow, Rockstarpaga is

open To work If your an artist Producer or

Business Owner Don’t hesitate to Reach

out To Rockstardrip Ent at 1-888 -506-6371

@rockstarpaga

#Follow  
Rock Star Paga
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1.Starting off tell the world a little bit about yourself. I am a
26 year old. I am a mother of one. I’m the owner of
DollfaceDezCosmetics, LLC. I am a singer/songwriter. I am an
influencer, video model, host, and brand ambassador. Certified
medical assistant and phlebotomist. 
2. What first got you into music? I was 5 and my dad had a band
of my older sisters and I wanted to be apart of it so bad and I’ve
been singing ever since.
3. Who inspired you to make music? It was the one thing I knew
I was best at and I always felt like I was a star.
4. How would you describe the music that you typically
create? My music is relatable. You’ll always feel something.
5. Do you consider yourself to have your own style of music?
I have a different sound , but it fits so well with R&B 
6. What is your creative process like? I don’t have a specific
creative process. I just create.
7. What artist would you most like to collaborate with? Lil
baby 
8. If you could go open a show for any artist who would it be
and why? Jhene Aiko , just working in the same atmosphere with
someone so dope and grounded. 
9. What would you be doing right now, if it wasn’t for your
music career? A makeup artist, lash tech , and hair stylist 
10. What are your favorite places to perform?  Anywhere ,
performing is my passion 
11. How do you feel the Internet has impacted the music
business? It makes it easier to reach people in the world.
12. How do you feel about how the females are running the
music scene? I feel like women are making a lane and are being
taken more serious than back in the day. 
13.Which famous artist or musicians do you admire the
most?  Aaliyah and Beyoncé 
14. What is the best advice you’ve ever been given? Stay
consistent .
15. If you could change anything about the music industry,
what would it be? The fact that no woman is paid attention unless
already respected, unless their clothes are off.  
16. How does it feel to be admired by other and looked up to
now? A wonderful feeling. It gives me the urge to keep going.
17.  What you tell a fan that want to follow your path to
superstardom? There are a lot of people that have been where
you want to go.
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